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ABSTRACT

We present the first resolved near-infrared imagery of the transition disk Oph IRS 48 (WLY 2–48), which was
recently observed with ALMA to have a strongly asymmetric submillimeter flux distribution. H-band polarized
intensity images show a ∼60 AU radius scattered light cavity with two pronounced arcs of emission, one from
northeast to southeast and one smaller, fainter, and more distant arc in the northwest. K-band scattered light imagery
reveals a similar morphology, but with a clear third arc along the southwestern rim of the disk cavity. This arc meets
the northwestern arc at nearly a right angle, revealing the presence of a spiral arm or local surface brightness deficit
in the disk, and explaining the east–west brightness asymmetry in the H-band data. We also present 0.8–5.4 μm
IRTF SpeX spectra of this object, which allow us to constrain the spectral class to A0 ± 1 and measure a low mass
accretion rate of 10−8.5 M� yr−1, both consistent with previous estimates. We investigate a variety of reddening
laws in order to fit the multiwavelength spectral energy distribution of Oph IRS 48 and find a best fit consistent
with a younger, higher luminosity star than previous estimates.

Key words: instrumentation: adaptive optics – instrumentation: polarimeters – planets and satellites: formation –
protoplanetary disks
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1. INTRODUCTION

Circumstellar disks have long been hypothesized to be a
breeding ground for planets, however, only recently has the
spatial resolution and inner working angle necessary to directly
test this hypothesis been achievable. Giant planets are expected
to perturb the disk as they form, changing the spatial distribution
of gas and dust by opening gaps and supporting wholly or
partially cleared central cavities spanning tens of AU (Andrews
et al. 2011; Williams & Cieza 2011). These cavities are also
detected in unresolved photometry of young stellar objects
as “missing” hot thermal emission in the spectral energy
distribution (SED; Strom et al. 1989; Calvet et al. 2005).

Although planet formation is a leading hypothesis for how
these observed cavities are formed (Zhu et al. 2011; Dodson-
Robinson & Salyk 2011), the waters are muddied by several
competing, and evidently co-occurring, mechanisms for creat-
ing these gaps (Alexander et al. 2013), which also include grain
growth (Dullemond & Dominik 2005; Birnstiel et al. 2012) and
photoevaporation (Pascucci & Sterzik 2009; Clarke et al. 2001).
Each mechanism makes different predictions for the size, struc-
ture, symmetry, and depletion factor of various disk constituents
(gas, large dust grains, small dust grains), thus high resolution
multi-wavelength data that probe both gas and dust properties
and morphologies are needed to disentangle them.

Recent observations have revealed dust disk distortions that,
unlike cleared cavities, are not conspicuous in the SEDs. These
include spiral arms (Muto et al. 2012; Grady et al. 2013;
Casassus et al. 2012; Rameau et al. 2012), divots (Hashimoto
et al. 2011; Mayama et al. 2012), and asymmetries (van der
Marel et al. 2013; Casassus et al. 2013; Fukagawa et al. 2013;
Isella et al. 2012; Pérez et al. 2014). Per current understanding of
disk clearing mechanisms, these deviations from axisymmetry
are most easily explicable via interactions with giant planets
embedded in these disks, although internal disk dynamical
processes cannot be excluded. These include gravitational
instability (Jang-Condell & Boss 2007), photoelectric instability
(Lyra & Kuchner 2013), Rossby wave instability (Lyra &
Kuchner 2013), and MRI-induced asymmetries (Heinemann &
Papaloizou 2009).

Oph IRS 48 (WLY 2–48 Wilking et al. 1989) is an A0+4
−1

(Brown et al. 2012a) star in ρ Oph, with high foreground
extinction (AV = 12.9; McClure et al. 2010) at d = 121 pc
(Loinard et al. 2008). The first resolved images of this disk
are from Geers et al. (2007), who imaged it at five MIR bands
from 8.6 to 18.7 μm with VISIR on the Very Large Telescope
(VLT). While their shorter wavelength polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon (PAH) images (7.5–13 μm) all peak at the star,
though with varying degrees of spatial extension, the 18.7 μm
thermal emission reveals a ring-like structure peaking at 55 AU
from the star. They attribute the lack of a strong 10 μm silicate
feature in the spectrum of this object to clearing of small μm
sized dust inside the cavity seen at 18.7 μm, though they note
that centrally peaked and spatially extended PAH emission at
other MIR bands indicates that the cavity cannot be wholly
cleared of material. Indeed, subsequent modeling of PAHs in
Oph IRS 48 by Maaskant et al. (2014) find that the spectrum
is dominated by highly ionized PAHs in optically thin regions

∗ Based on data collected at Subaru Telescope, which is operated by the
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan.
31 Guest Observer, Infrared Telescope Facility.
32 Also at Space Science Institute, Boulder, CO, USA.

inside of the disk cavity, and that the neutral PAH contribution
from the outer disk is very low.

Brown et al. (2012a) obtained high resolution (R ∼ 100,000)
CRIRES spectra of Oph IRS 48 at the 4.7 μm CO fundamental
rovibrational band, and found a ∼30 AU ring, which they
interpreted as arising from a dust wall at this radius. They
modeled the excitation of the M-band CO emission and found a
good fit to the optical spectrum with a 2.0 ± 0.5 solar mass star
with L = 14.3 L�.

Subsequent ALMA 0.44 mm observations of Oph IRS 48
(van der Marel et al. 2013) revealed that the submillimeter dust
distribution is highly asymmetric, and is concentrated in an arc
subtending ∼100◦ on the south side of the star, with a factor
of >130 contrast between that structure and the north side of
the disk, where no emission is detected. 12CO 6–5 data, on the
other hand, are consistent with a continuous, rotating Keplerian
disk. Though a slight north/south asymmetry was noted in this
data and in Brown et al. (2012b), potential effects of foreground
absorption called its reality into question. van der Marel et al.
(2013) interpreted the southern 0.44 mm structure as a dust
trap associated with an asymmetric pressure bump, potentially
caused by a 10 Jupiter mass body located at 17 < r < 20 AU.
They note that smaller dust grains are less efficiently trapped
under such a model (Birnstiel et al. 2013), and are expected to be
distributed more axisymmetrically about the star. Furthermore,
warm H2CO emission was detected in the southern part of the
disk (van der Marel et al. 2014), hinting at either a density or
temperature contrast between the north and the south.

A subsequent study by Bruderer et al. (2014) conducted
detailed gas modeling on these data. These models point to
an axisymmetric disk with two distinct regions inside of the
observed 18.7 μm cavity—one with r < 20 AU in which the gas
is heavily depleted and one with 20 AU < r < 60 AU in which
the gas surface density is only marginally depleted relative to
the outer disk. This complex depletion of the gas surface density
inside of the disk cavity is most consistent with clearing of the
disk by one or more planetary companions.

In this paper we report the first scattered-light imagery of the
disk of Oph IRS 48 and compare it with previous observations,
described above, in an effort to develop a consistent multi-
wavelength picture of the system.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

2.1. Subaru/HiCIAO

Polarized Differential Imaging (PDI) of Oph IRS 48 was
done in H band (1.6 μm) on 2013 May 19 and in Ks band
(2.2 μm) on 2014 June 9 with the high-contrast imager HiCIAO
(Tamura et al. 2006; Hodapp et al. 2006) and adaptive optics
(AO) system AO188 (Minowa et al. 2010) on the 8.2m Subaru
telescope on Mauna Kea. These observations were conducted as
part of the Strategic Exploration of Exoplanets and Disks with
Subaru (SEEDS) survey, which began in 2009 October. Oph
IRS 48 is too faint (R = 16.66; Erickson et al. 2011) for use as a
natural guide star, therefore a sodium laser guide star was used
to obtain high order correction, with Oph IRS 48 itself serving
as the natural tip–tilt guide star.

The data were taken in “qPDI” mode, in which a double
Wollaston prism is used to split the beam into four ∼5′′ × 5′′
channels, two each of o and e-polarizations. The splitting of each
polarization state into two separate channels reduces saturation
effects on the Hawaii 2RG detector. In order to obtain full
polarization coverage and minimize artifacts, a half waveplate
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was rotated to four different angular positions (0◦, 45◦, 22.◦5,
and 67.◦5) to create each polarized intensity (PI) image. This
cycle was repeated 14 times at H band and 17 times at Ks band,
however the Ks data included two waveplate cycles during a
seeing spike, which have been excluded in this analysis. With
30 s per exposure, this translates to a total of 28 minutes of
integration time at H band and 30 minutes at Ks band.

Each image was bias subtracted, flat fielded and cleared of bad
pixels in the standard manner for infrared data analysis using
custom IDL scripts. Observations of the globular cluster M5
were then used to create a distortion solution for each channel,
which was applied before the images were rotated to a common
on-sky geometry.

Each individual channel was aligned using Fourier cross-
correlation. These aligned images were combined to create
Stokes Q and U images using standard differential polarimetry
methods, namely adding together each set of two identically
polarized channels and then subtracting these combinations
from one another. The four channels were also added directly
together to form a total intensity image. The FWHM of the
star in the final, median-combined total intensity images was
0.′′23 (24 pixels) at H and 0.′′12 (12 pixels) at Ks. The factor of
two improvement in FWHM at Ks is largely due to the better
performance of the AO system at longer wavelength, as the
seeing was approximately 0.′′5 on both nights.

The PI images shown in Figures 1(a) (H band) and (b)
(Ks band) are median combinations of PI images computed
via PI =

√
Q2 + U 2 for each waveplate cycle. These images

suffer from a residual polarized halo as described in detail in
Follette et al. (2013a). In the case of Oph IRS 48, which is
embedded fairly deeply in the cloud (AV = 12.9), polarization
due to intervening dust may also contribute significantly to
this effect. Figures 1(c) and (d) show the same images after
removal of the polarized halo. The halo was computed by
calculating the polarization P and polarization angle θp in the
region 0 < r < 40 pixels (0.′′38) and −180◦ < P.A. < −150◦ at H
band and 0 < r < 15 pixels (0.′′14) and 160◦ < P.A. < 200◦ for Ks
band. These regions were selected iteratively from among the
regions near the star with little or no disk emission. The quality
of halo subtraction was judged in each case by the strength of
the stellar residual remaining at the center of the image. The
halo values that minimized these stellar residuals were P =
0.6% and P.A. = 41◦ at H band and P = 0.5% and P.A. = 36◦
at Ks band. The halo was removed most effectively in the H-
band data, while the K-band data, though significantly improved
through this process, still house a fairly strong stellar residual at
the center of the cavity that may be reflective of real inner disk
emission. These residuals have been masked in all images.

Polarization angles were calculated for each halo-subtracted
image according to the formula θp = 0.5arctan(U/Q) and
median combined. These are shown overplotted on the PI image
in 12/6 pixel (0.′′11/0.′′06) bins for H/Ks (half of the stellar
FWHM in each case) after halo subtraction in Figures 1(e) and
(f). The length of each vector has been scaled according to the
magnitude of the PI in that bin, and vectors in bins at or below the
background level have been clipped. Halo subtraction results in
strong centrosymmetry, as expected for polarized disk emission.

A point-spread function (PSF) star, HD148835, was also
observed at H band on 2013 May 19 just after Oph IRS 48
observations were completed. Five waveplate cycles of 15 s
images were completed for this brighter star for a total of
5 minutes of integration time. The same reduction procedure
was followed for this data set in order to verify that nothing

mimicking disk structure was induced by the halo subtraction
procedure. In the case of the PSF star, halo subtraction both
reduces the strength of the stellar residual and randomizes the
direction of the polarization vectors, as expected for a star
without any circumstellar material.

We also attempted classical PSF subtraction using the total
intensity images of Oph IRS 48 (V = 17.7, R = 16.7) and
HD148835 (V = 10.07, R = 9.26), but found the PSFs to be
poorly matched and were not able to isolate disk emission in
this way. The large difference in brightness between the two
stars should result in significantly different AO performance
and therefore PSF structures, so this poor match is to be
expected.

2.2. IRTF/SpeX

We obtained NIR spectra of Oph IRS 48 on 2013 May 16
using the SpeX (Rayner et al. 2003)) spectrograph on NASA’s
Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF). The spectra were recorded
using the echelle grating in both short-wavelength mode (SXD,
0.8–2.4 μm, Figure 2(a)) and long-wavelength mode (LXD,
2.3–5.4 μm, Figure 2(b)) using a 0.′′8 slit. The spectra were
corrected for telluric extinction and flux calibrated against
the A0V calibration star HD 145127 using the Spextool data
reduction package (Vacca et al. 2003; Cushing et al. 2004). In
addition to the 0.′′8-slit spectra, we also recorded data with the
SpeX prism disperser and a wide 3.′′0 slit, which allows us to
retrieve the absolute flux levels when the sky transparency is
good and the seeing is 1′′ or better (it was 0.′′6 arcsec at the time
the data were acquired).

3. RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of our analysis of the new
HiCIAO and SpeX data. In Section 3.1, we discuss the geometry
of the disk in scattered light. In Section 3.2, we present fits to
the Oph IRS 48 cavity. In Section 3.3, we discuss the azimuthal
symmetry, or lack thereof, in the data based on radial profiles
through the deprojected disk image. In Section 3.4, we present
a revised age and spectral type derived from our analysis of the
multiwavelength SED, and in Section 3.5, we present accretion
estimates derived from our SpeX spectra.

3.1. Observed Disk Geometry

The disk as seen in PI extends approximately 1.′′2 ± 0.′′2
(∼145 ± 25 AU) from the star at H band and 1.′′0 ± 0.′′1
(∼120 ± 12 AU) at Ks band. This is similar to the extent of 12CO
gas emission traced by ALMA (Bruderer et al. 2014, ∼160 AU),
as expected for small grains, which should be tightly coupled to
the gas in the disk. Emission from the cavity rim begins ∼0.′′3
(∼20 AU) from the center of the cavity and peaks at ∼0.′′5 ± 0.′′1
(55 ± 15 AU) at most azimuths for both wavelengths. Disk pa-
rameters derived from fits to this cavity are described in detail
in Section 3.2.

The scattered light emission from this disk has marked
asymmetries both in the north/south and east/west directions
that cannot be explained purely by inclination effects, as
discussed in Section 4.4. In particular, the H-band emission
is concentrated in two arcs, which we will call the “eastern”
and “western” arcs from here forward. The eastern arc extends
for ∼100◦ from the northeast to the southeast of the star
(20 < P.A. < 120). The western arc is much shorter, and lies
entirely northward of the stellar position, extending just 40◦
along P.A.s −70 < P.A. < −40.
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Figure 1. Oph IRS 48 HiCIAO H-band (left) and Ks-band (right) PI images. In all cases, an r = 20 (0.′′19) pixel mask has been applied to cover the stellar residual.
Polarization vectors are shown overplotted in bins equivalent to half of the FWHM of the star at each wavelength, and the length of each vector corresponds to the
strength of the signal in that bin. Specifically, the subfigures here are: (a) Median H-band PI image before halo subtraction, (b) median K-band PI image before halo
subtraction, (c) median H-band PI image after halo subtraction, (d) median K-band PI image after halo subtraction, (e) polarization vectors overplotted on H-band PI
image after halo subtraction, and (f) polarization vectors overplotted on K-band PI image after halo subtraction.

With one notable exception, the morphology of the K-band
PDI data are similar to the H-band data. The location and extent
of emission along the eastern and western arcs is similar between
the two image sets, however, the Ks-band data reveal a third

arc in the south that is not readily visible at H-band along
−150◦ < P.A. < −70◦. The morphology of this arc relative to the
others, and its implications for disk structure and composition
are discussed in detail in Section 4.6.
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Figure 2. (a) 0.8–2.4 μm SpeX spectrum, with the spectrum of another A0 star,
SAO206463 overplotted. (b) Paβ line fit used together with a similar fit to the
Brγ line to derive a weak accretion rate of Ṁ = 10−8.5 M� yr−1 for Oph IRS
48. (c) 2.3–4.3 μm SpeX spectrum, with pertinent lines labeled.

3.2. Cavity Morphology

To assess the morphology of the Oph IRS 48 cavity in a
quantitative sense, we created radial profiles binned to half of
the FWHM of the stellar PSF for each image set (12 pixels/0.′′11
at H, 6 pixels/0.′′06 at Ks) for each 10◦ azimuthal slice in the
disk. We fit the peak of each radial profile with a Gaussian and
inspected the quality of fit by eye. Only those profiles well fit by
a Gaussian (namely those with a clear cavity rim feature present)

were included. The peak location for each profile was weighted
by its intensity and fit with an ellipse to produce a least-squares
elliptical cavity fit. These fits are shown overplotted on the H
and Ks band data in Figures 3(a) and (b) respectively.

In the Ks-band PI data, the southern and western arcs appear
to intersect one another at nearly a right angle, and the radial
distance from the star to the rim also jumps rapidly at this
intersection. We interpret this as non-axisymmetric structure
in the disk—either a spiral arm that extends from the western
rim out to the southwest or a local surface brightness deficit
at the cavity wall. Both scenarios are investigated in detail in
Section 4.6. As revealed in the overlay in Figure 4, the majority
of the western H-band arc lies along this spiral arm, which
tends to degrade the quality of the cavity fit at this wavelength,
however we report its parameters here for completeness.

The best-fit ellipse to the H-band data, shown in Figure 3(a),
has an eccentricity of 0.78 (a = 0.′′62, b = 0.′′39), a P.A. of 92◦,
and is offset relative to the stellar centroid by +6 pixels (0.′′06)
in R.A. and +15 pixels (0.′′14) in declination.

The higher resolution of the Ks band data allows us to exclude
P.A.s of −50◦, −60◦, and −70◦ from the elliptical cavity fit,
since they lie along the asymmetry. This leads to an elliptical
cavity that is well fit to all of the other radial profile peaks. We
thus consider the fit to the Ks-band cavity to be much more
robust than the H-band fit.

The best fit ellipse at Ks band, shown in Figure 3(b) has an
eccentricity of 0.66 (a = 0.′′49, b = 0.′′37, consistent with an
inclination of 42 ± 10◦), a P.A. of 97 ± 2◦, and a center that is
offset from the stellar residual by −5 pixels (0.′′05) in R.A. and
+18 pixels (0.′′17) in declination. These values are in keeping
with the published values for the inclination (50◦) and P.A.
(100.◦3) of the disk. The inclination, in particular, is not well
constrained by our data, and so we adopt the literature value of
50◦ in deprojecting our images. The offset of the cavity center
from the stellar residual is discussed in detail in Section 4.5.

The K band fit corresponds to a deprojected circular cavity
size of 59 ± 10 AU at 121pc, where error bars were derived
from the average width of the Gaussian fit to each radial profile
weighted by the peak. This is also consistent with the radius
of the cavity as seen at other wavelengths. The circular cavity
fits are shown overplotted on the deprojected disk images in
Figures 3(c) and (d).

The degree of depletion of small grains inside the cavity is
not well constrained by our data and is severely limited by
stellar residuals. The smallest ratio between the trough (inside
the cavity) and peak (at cavity rim) of a radial profile in our data
is 0.40 at H band and 0.33 at Ks band, thus the NIR-scattering
grains inside of the cavity are depleted by, at minimum, a factor
of 2.5–3 relative to the outer disk.

3.3. Radial Profiles and Azimuthal Structure

The disk images were deprojected to remove the effect of the
i = 50◦ inclination, and allow for a direct comparison of radial
profiles through the disk in any given direction. These are shown
for H and Ks band in Figure 5, where in each case the disk has
been deprojected along P.A. = 97.◦4 for an inclination of 50◦.

The profiles were taken with respect to the cavity center and
not the stellar residual, and the Ks-band data were convolved
with a 5.65 pixel (0.′′05) Gaussian in order to simulate similar
AO system performance and allow for a direct comparison of
the two wavelengths. These choices are described in detail in
Appendix A.
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Figure 3. Top panels: elliptical fits to the Oph IRS 48 scattered light cavity at H (left) and Ks (right) bands. The locations of the peaks for each 10◦ azimuthally binned
radial profile are shown with white crosses. The best fit ellipse to these points is shown overplotted as a dashed white line in each case. The center of that ellipse is
shown with a large white cross. As discussed in the text, the Ks band cavity fit is significantly more robust, as it is (1) higher resolution data, (2) brighter, and (3) the
morphology is clear enough at this wavelength that profiles dominated by the asymmetry can be excluded. Bottom panels: the same images, but deprojected along
P.A. = 97.◦4 to account for an inclination of 50◦ and with the deprojected circular cavity fit shown. The large northern offset between the stellar centroid and the cavity
center is discussed in detail in Section 4.5.

The asymmetry in the disk is immediately apparent in
Section 3.3, as the profile along the western major axis (dashed
black line) peaks ∼0.′′15 more distant from the cavity center than
the other profiles at both wavelengths. The profiles 20◦ south
of the western major axis are also somewhat deviant, peaking
between those of the rest of the disk (at ∼0.′′5) and the western
major axis.

The Ks-band profiles are a factor of two greater in absolute
intensity than the H-band profiles. This is to be expected given
the region of high extinction in which Oph IRS 48 resides.
Indeed the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) K-band
magnitude (7.582) of the star is three times brighter than the
H-band magnitude (8.815). The profiles are generally similar,
however, in relative brightness between the H and Ks band data,

except in the region of the asymmetry. Deviations in this region
are discussed in detail in Section 4.6.

3.4. Oph IRS 48 Age and Spectral Type

In order to derive the intrinsic unreddened properties of IRS
48 we first investigated the spectral classification using the SpeX
spectrum of the star. We compared the spectrum directly to
similar data on other stars. The spectrum of IRS 48 exhibited
noticeable line emission within the photospheric features at
wavelengths longer than 1.0 μm (Pa γ , Pa β, etc.) so only
photospheric lines at shorter wavelength were employed (Pa δ,
Pa ε, Pa 09, etc.). The lines were found to be a good match to
SAO 206463 (A0V, shown overplotted in Figure 2(a)) so we
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Figure 4. Ks-band polarized intensity contours overplotted on the H-band
polarized intensity image of OPH IRS 48. The improvement in image quality
in the K-band image clarifies that the excess emission seen to the west of the
star at H band is probably the southern disk rim, clearly visible in the K-band
image.

adopted a spectral type of A0 ± 1. This is in agreement with the
spectral type determined by Brown et al. (2012a).

To place Oph IRS 48 on a pre-main sequence (PMS) evolu-
tionary track, the absolute luminosity needs to be determined
by dereddening the data. We investigated dereddening the spec-
trum using two reddening laws, that of Weingartner & Draine
(2001) and that of McClure (2009). For the former, we used
their Case B reddening law, with Rv = 5.5. In order to match
the spectral slope of a A0 star, an extinction of AV = 11.5 mag
was required. This was the methodology used by Brown et al.
(2012b) in obtaining their luminosity estimate of 14.3 L�.

However, McClure (2009) found that for AK > 1 mag in
dark clouds, a much“grayer” extinction curve applies, with

RV closer to 8.5. Using this extinction law, we derive AV =
12.0 mag (determined independently from, but consistent with,
the McClure (2009) estimate of AV = 12.9 mag for this object)
and AK = 1.7 mag.

The greater total reddening correction using this extinction
law requires a larger stellar radius and luminosity, the latter
increasing by a factor of ∼2 compared to that retrieved by
Brown et al. (2012b) using the Weingartner & Draine (2001)
Case B extinction curve, to 23.6 L�. Hence, there is a large
intrinsic uncertainty in the stellar luminosity derived, through
the choice of extinction law adopted.

A comparison between the two dereddened spectra is shown
in Figure 6. While both provide reasonable fits to the existing
photometry and spectra, the McClure (2009) fit follows the
stellar photosphere much more closely out through the NIR. This
calls into question the existence of a hot inner disk component
in this object, which has been inferred from the presence of
excess emission at these wavelengths (e.g., Bruderer et al. 2014;
Maaskant et al. 2013).

We note that neither reddening law provides a particularly
good fit to the available optical photometry (Zacharias et al.
2005; Erickson et al. 2011). Given the inconsistency between
the two published R-band magnitudes, we believe that additional
photometry or spectroscopy at visible wavelengths is advisable
in order to further constrain the best choice of reddening law for
this object.

These two different reddening laws also put the star
at different places along PMS evolutionary tracks. The
Weingartner & Draine (2001) reddening law adopted by Brown
et al. (2012b) puts the star at an age of ∼15 Myr along the
2.0 M� PMS evolutionary track of Siess et al. (2000). As
shown in Figure 7, our factor of 1.7 higher luminosity using the
McClure (2009) law puts the star at an age of ∼8 Myr along a
2.2 M� evolutionary track.

We can derive well-fitting SEDs up to significantly higher
stellar luminosities, corresponding to masses up to 2.5 M� and
ages as young as 5 Myr, this the error in our (and other) lumi-

Figure 5. Radial profiles taken through the H (left) and Ks (right) images. Azimuthal asymmetry is especially apparent along the western major axis (dashed black
lines), where profiles at both wavelengths peak ∼0.′′15 farther from the cavity center, though the asymmetry is also hinted at in the southwestern profiles (red dashed
lines). The blue scattering properties of the asymmetry are readily apparent—the H-band western major axis profile peaks at ∼85% of the eastern major axis value,
while at Ks band this value is ∼25% lower (∼60%). Profiles were taken with respect to the apparent cavity center rather than the location of the stellar residual, and
this choice is described in detail in Appendix A. The disk images were deprojected to account for an inclination of 50◦ along P.A. = 97.◦4, and the Ks-band image was
convolved with a 5.65 pixel (0.′′05) Gaussian in order to simulate similar Strehl-ratio imagery. In all cases, solid lines represent profiles through the eastern half of the
disk and dashed lines represent profiles through the western half of the disk. Black profiles were taken along the disk major axis and blue and red profiles were taken
20◦ north and south of the major axis, respectively.
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Figure 6. Spectral energy distribution (SED) of Oph IRS 48. The lower set of
data are observed values, while the upper sets represent the data de-reddened
using two different reddening laws. Both reddening laws assume log(g) = 4.0
and a distance of 121pc. The magenta curve is an A0 stellar template dereddened
according to Weingartner & Draine (2001) Case B with RV = 5.5 and AV = 11.5,
which yields L = 14.3L�. This was the assumption of Brown et al. (2012b). The
blue line is an A0 template dereddened according to McClure (2009), which may
be more appropriate for this high extinction region. This reddening assumption
yields a factor of ∼1.7 higher dereddened luminosity of 23.6 L�. The upper
curve tracks the stellar photosphere more closely out through the NIR, calling
the presence of a hot dense inner disk component into question.

nosity determinations is quite large. We note that although PMS
evolutionary models do not agree well in general, especially
among higher mass stars (e.g., Palla & Stahler 1993; D’Antona
& Mazzitelli 1994; Siess et al. 2000), this difference in inferred
age as a result of reddening assumptions is largely model inde-
pendent.

Although we have used Siess et al. (2000) here to match
Brown et al. (2012b), the age and mass inferred for Oph IRS
48 should be systematically younger and higher respectively for
all evolutionary models under this McClure (2009) reddening
assumption due to the higher inferred luminosity of the star. If
we use our derived luminosity and measured temperature and
compare them to other available PMS isochrones for A stars
(e.g., Palla & Stahler 1999; Dotter et al. 2008), our age estimate
can fall to just a few Myr.

Age estimates for other rho-Ophiuchus members within 10
arcmin of Oph IRS48 range from <0.1 Myr to 14 Myr (Wilking
et al. 2005), so cannot place any meaningful constraints on
evolutionary models, although the younger age that we derive
using a Siess et al. (2000) evolutionary track is more closely
consistent with the median age of 2–5 Myr for stars in the
region (Wilking et al. 2008).

3.5. Accretion Rate Estimate

We were also able to estimate the stellar accretion rate from
the SpeX data by fitting the Paβ and Brγ lines, and a sample fit is
shown in 2b. To do this, we subtracted our best fit stellar template
(A0) from the dereddened SpeX spectrum to get the accretion
line luminosities. Following Muzerolle et al. (1998) for both
lines and Calvet et al. (2004) for an independent estimate of

Figure 7. H-R diagram showing the location of Oph IRS along Siess et al. (2000)
PMS evolutionary tracks. The green square shows the location of Oph IRS
48 according to the Brown et al. (2012b) reddening assumption, while the red
asterisk shows the location of Oph IRS 48 derived from our best-fit dereddening.
The factor of ∼1.7 difference in the luminosity derived from the two reddening
assumptions results in different assumptions about the mass and age of Oph IRS
48. Brown et al.’s (2012b) Weingartner & Draine (2001) law puts Oph IRS 48 at
∼15 Myr along the 2.0 M� evolutionary track. We find reasonably well-fitting
SEDs with Luminosities as high as 45 L�, corresponding to a 2.5 M� star at
5 Myr, and our best fit McClure (2009) law puts it at ∼8 Myr along the 2.2 M�
evolutionary track. Whether or not these isochrones are the most appropriate for
young A-stars is a matter of contention, however our higher derived luminosity
puts Oph IRS48 along consistently higher mass isochrones and at a younger
age than previous work regardless of chosen evolutionary model, as described
in the text.

Brγ , we derive log(Lacc) = −1.1 for Paβ and log(Lacc) = −1.0
for Brγ , which translate to Ṁ = 10−8.5 and 10−8.4 M� yr−1

respectively using the relationship:

Ṁ = LaccR∗
0.86 GM∗

. (1)

Our best estimates for the accretion luminosity and mass accre-
tion rate are thus log(Lacc) = −1.1 and Ṁ = 10−8.5 M� yr−1 for
Oph IRS 48. These are slightly lower than the log(Lacc) = −0.9
and Ṁ = 10−8.4 derived in Salyk et al. (2013) using the Pfundβ
line at 4.7 μm, but well within the ∼0.5 dex spread in their
empirical relationship.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Monochromatic Radiative Transfer Modeling with Sprout

We began our modeling efforts by performing monochro-
matic radiative transfer calculations using a Monte Carlo code
developed for use with SEEDS observations (the Sprout code33;
Takami et al. 2013) in order to constrain disk parameters, partic-
ularly flaring and scale height, for full MCRT modeling. With
Sprout, the modeled system consists of an illumination source
with an axisymmetric circumstellar disk following a standard
flared accretion disk prescription (e.g., Shakura & Sunyaev
1973; Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974) and described in cylindrical
coordinates (r, z) by:

ρ(r, z) = ρ0

[
1 −

√
R∗
r

] (
R∗
r

)α

exp

{
−1

2

[ z

h

]2
}

, (2)

33 Available at http://www.asiaa.sinica.edu.tw/∼jkarr/Sprout/sprout.html.
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Figure 8. Top: simulated images of Oph IRS48 at H band (left) and Ks band (right) generated by the monochromatic radiative transfer Sprout code. The data are shown
overplotted in each case as black contours. The location of the illumination source is marked with a white diamond, and the locations where profiles were extracted
are marked with white dashed lines, corresponding roughly to the “major axis” relative to the apparent cavity center. The combination of an elevated flaring parameter
(β = 1.3) and a larger scale height at the cavity rim (15 AU) are able to reproduce the apparent northward offset of the scattered light cavity from the star, verifying
that it is likely a result of viewing geometry and is not a true offset, as described in detail in the text. Bottom: simulated radial polarized intensity (blue) profiles for
these models shown relative to the data at H (left) and Ks (right).

where ρ0 is a constant to scale the density, R∗ is the stellar radius,
α is the radial density exponent, and h is the disk scale height.
The scale height h increases with radius as h = h0(r/r0)β ,
where β is the flaring index (β > 0) and h0 is the scale height
value at a specific radius r0, which we fix at 60 AU to match our
data. This schema is commonly used by other researchers (e.g.,
Cotera et al. 2001; Whitney et al. 2003b; Robitaille et al. 2006;
Follette et al. 2013b; Takami et al. 2013).

We also use the common assumption α = β + 1 (e.g.,
Robitaille et al. 2006; Robitaille et al. 2007; Follette et al.
2013b; Takami et al. 2013). This provides a surface density of
Σ ∝ r−1, the same prescription used by Bruderer et al. (2014).
For these simulations, we use the dust model developed by
Cotera et al. (2001) to explain the scattered light in the HH
30 disk.

The free parameters for the density distribution of the disk
are therefore ρ0, h0, β. We assume that the mass of small dust,
which is responsible for scattered light from the disk surface
is 2.4 × 10−6 M�, 15% of the total (large+small grain) dust
mass derived in Bruderer et al. (2014). For a given β, we adjust
the disk scale height h0 to match the northward offset of the
observed PI distribution from the star, and ρ0 to achieve the
above dust mass. We find that the flaring parameter β primarily
affects the brightness at outer radii compared with that at inner
radii and that we generally need values of β >1 to reproduce
our data.

We used 106 photons for each simulation, collect the scat-
tered light at viewing angles of 50◦ ± 10◦, and convolve the
simulated images with a Gaussian whose FWHM matches the

observations. Photons that do not interact with the disk are not
collected. Figure 8 shows one of the best fit models (β = 1.3,
h0 = 15 AU at r = 60 AU).

This β is similar to the model by Bruderer et al. (2014) used
to explain images at millimeter and mid-infrared wavelengths
(1.2), and is within the typical range for a flared disk (to first
approximation, temperature varying as r−1/2 in a disk typically
leads to a scale height proportional to r5/4), so we adopt it for
all further modeling efforts.

The scale height required in the Sprout model, however, is
∼2x the Bruderer et al. (2014) small grain model (8.4 AU),
corresponding to a midplane temperature difference of 4x, which
is not explicable simply by the greater stellar luminosity derived
in this work (our factor of 1.7 increase in luminosity corresponds
to just a factor of 1.2 in temperature at a given location). As
this large scale height is required to reproduce the observed
northward offset, we utilize large gap edge scale heights in
our future modeling efforts, though we were somewhat limited
in our ability to do so given the constraints of the models, as
described in detail in Section 4.5.

4.2. SED Modeling

Informed by the results of our Sprout simulations, we ran a
suite of disk models using the updated 2013 version of the three
dimensional Whitney Monte Carlo radiative transfer (MCRT)
code (see Whitney et al. 2013, 2003a, 2003b, for details).
We began our modeling investigation by attempting to fit the
multiwavelength observed SED of Oph IRS 48, which includes
a wide range of broadband photometry as well as optical, NIR
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Figure 9. Best fitting SED model generated with the Whitney code, shown
in black and following the parameters outlined in Table 2, overplotted on
observational data from the literature. The sources for the literature data are
described in detail in Table 1. The poor quality of the fit in the 10 μm region is
discussed in Appendix A.

Table 1
Previously Published Photometry and Spectra of Oph IRS 48

Wavelength(s) Instrument Reference
(μ)

0.43, 0.64 NOMAD Zacharias et al. (2005)
0.65, 0.8 Hydra Erickson et al. (2011)
1.2, 1.6, 2.2 2MASS Cutri et al. (2003)
3.4, 4.6, 12, 22 WISE Wright et al. (2010)
3.6, 4.5, 5.8 Spitzer IRAC van Kempen et al. (2009)
5.9–36.9 Spitzer IRS McClure et al. (2010)
18.7 AKARI IRC Yamamura et al. (2010)
60–181 Herschel PACS Fedele et al. (2013)
70 Spitzer MIPS van Kempen et al. (2009)
450, 850, 1300 SCUBA Andrews & Williams (2007)

and MIR spectra. Sources for this data are listed in Table 1, and
our best fit model is overplotted on data from the literature in
Figure 9. This best fit SED is an excellent match to the literature
photometry and spectra except at the 10 μm silicate feature.
Attempts to fit this portion of the SED, and their incompatibility
with scattered light images generated by the models, is described
in detail in Appendix A.

Given the wide-ranging degeneracies of SED modeling, input
parameters were fixed to observed values wherever possible,
and only parameters having a marked effect on the quality of
the SED fit were investigated in detail. Relevant parameters are
listed in Table 2.

Whereas previous modelers have assumed a lower intrinsic
stellar luminosity, and this has required an additional inner
dust disk component (e.g., Bruderer et al. 2014) or halo (e.g.,
Maaskant et al. 2013) to reproduce the NIR excess seen in the
SED, our choice of the McClure (2009) extinction law increases
the intrinsic luminosity of the star and the dereddened stellar
photosphere tracks the observed photometry closely out through
the NIR. This contrast in the fit to the NIR photometry according
to reddening assumption can be seen clearly in Figure 9. We
adopt a simple uniformly depleted dust gap that extends inward
to the sublimation radius in our dust modeling. The surface
density profile of our model disk therefore closely follows
that used by Andrews et al. (2011), and in particular their
Figure 2(a).

In all models, we assumed a simple disk structure with two
components (large and small grains, with large grains restricted

Table 2
Relevant Whitney Model Input Parameters

Parameter Value Reference

Mstar 2.2 M� This work
Tstar 9500 K This work
Rstar 1.8 R� This work
Mdisk,dust 1.6 × 10−5 Bruderer et al. (2014)
Rmax 160 AU Bruderer et al. (2014), this work
Rmin 1 AU This work
Rgap 60 AU This work
i 50◦ van der Marel et al. (2013)
β 1.3 This work
δgap 0.004 This work
H60 AU 10 AU This work

to 20% of the scale height of the small grains to mimic settling
of large grains toward the midplane) and a disk rim at 60 AU,
inside of which the disk has the same general properties, but is
depleted by a factor of δgap. In our best fit model, δgap = 0.004,
which is within a factor of a few of δgap,dust = 0.0009 inferred by
Bruderer et al. (2014), although their dust structure is somewhat
more complex, being wholly depleted from 1–60 AU with an
inner <1 AU dust disk depleted by this factor.

The McClure et al. (2010) 6–37 μm Spitzer Infrared Spectro-
graph (IRS) spectrum, which traces disk emission through the
PAH bands in the NIR–MIR and across the thermal emission
bump due to the outer disk rim places significant constraints
on dust properties. As noted in Geers et al. (2007), the PAH
features in this disk are very strong, pointing to the presence
of gas inside of the cavity, thus it cannot be wholly depleted of
material. Additionally, Geers et al. (2007) were able to isolate
Hα emission in this object, providing evidence of ongoing ac-
cretion and further lowering the feasibility of a fully depleted
central cavity. Our inability to fully remove the stellar residual
through halo correction is further anecdotal evidence in favor of
material inside the cavity.

Treating the dust mass of 1.6 × 10−5 M� derived in Bruderer
et al. (2014) from an observed gas mass of 1.5 × 10−4 M� (and
an assumed 10:1 gas:dust mass ratio) as a fixed parameter,
we find that among the large grain dust prescriptions that are
standard in the Whitney model, a steep power law grain size
distribution (p = 3.5) and large maximum grain size (1 mm) is
best able to reproduce both the Fedele et al. (2013) 55–210 μm
Herschel PACS spectrum and the Andrews & Williams (2007)
850 μm and 1.3 mm SCUBA photometry. A similar model with a
smaller maximum grain size (20 μm) drastically overproduces
submillimeter flux unless the dust mass is set to a factor of
three lower than the Bruderer et al. (2014) value, and this
model is also unable to reproduce the correct PACS slope. It
is worth noting, however, that the assumption that grain sizes
and compositions are uniform throughout the disk is certainly an
oversimplification, as discussed in detail in Menu et al. (2014).

With these dust prescriptions and a dust mass of 1.6 ×
10−5 M�, we find that we are best able to match the SED by
placing approximately 85% of the dust mass in large grains, and
the remaining 15% in small ISM-like sub-micron grains. More
specifically, we find that this 85%/15% division of dust mass
into large and small grains respectively is best able to reproduce
the size and shape of the MIR spectral bump as well as the
submillimeter photometry. This is similar to values found by
other modelers for both this and other transitional disks (e.g.,
Andrews et al. 2011).
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Figure 10. Simulated images of the Oph IRS 48 disk created with the Whitney code at H band (left) and K band (right). In the bottom panel, these images have been
convolved with the observed PSF at each wavelength.

4.3. Modeling of Scattered Light Images

Having narrowed the available parameter space significantly
through SED modeling, we also attempted scattered light
modeling of the disk with the Whitney code. We reran the
Whitney code for our best-fitting SED model with a greater
number of photons, as needed for full scattered light image
simulations. We iterated on the output until we got a reasonable
match to the geometry and brightness distribution of our
observed images while maintaining the quality of the SED fit.
Although this modeling effort was by no means exhaustive, it
does inform some of the likely disk properties.

The presence of a dark lane to the north in the model images
shown in Figure 10 suggests that grains inside of the disk cavity
cause some shadowing of the inner cavity wall to the north.
Because of the geometry of the disk’s inclination, the dark lane
that presumably exists along the southern rim is not visible. This

dark lane is apparent only in the raw model images, and is not
evident once they are convolved with the PSF (bottom panels).
We believe, therefore, that though a dark lane is not visible in
our data, shadowing by the non-negligible amount of material
within the cavity contributes to the faintness of the real disk
images to the north. Higher resolution imagery of Oph IRS 48
in the future may serve to verify this conclusion.

Radial profiles were also taken through these model images
and are shown in Figure 11 and described in detail in Section 4.4.

The primary way in which modeled disk images appear to
fall short of the reality of Oph IRS 48 is in their assumption of
azimuthal symmetry. In particular, the southwestern and western
parts of the disk, which host the ALMA excess and spiral arm
respectively are significantly less uniform in brightness and
smooth in morphology than both the disk models and the eastern
rim would suggest. Non-axisymmetric modeling is beyond the
scope of this work.
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Figure 11. Radial profiles taken through the deprojected H (left) and K (right) model images, which are informative in contrast to the true observed radial profiles
shown in Figure 5. The model profiles are drastically different from the observations in their east/west symmetry. They do, however provide a reasonable reproduction
of the relative shape, location and relative intensity of the peaks outside of the spiral arm.

4.4. Brightness Asymmetries in Real and Modeled Data

The disk of Oph IRS 48 as observed in the NIR contains a
number of marked asymmetries. The most immediately apparent
is the east/west brightness asymmetry, namely that the eastern
arc appears significantly brighter than the western at both
wavelengths. This is likely a simple result of proximity to the
star, as the western arc is as much as 0.′′2 more distant from
the central star, lying along a non-axisymmetric structure in the
west of the disk that we discuss in detail in Section 4.6.

This scenario would also explain the offset in the apparent
position of the western arc in our images relative to the 18.7 μm
contours of Geers et al. (2007), shown overlain on our PI image
in Figure 12. For a thermal mechanism, emission should be
symmetric about the star, so we have assumed that the star is
located at the center of the two lobes of 18 μm emission. While
this assumption places the eastern lobe of the 18 μm emission
near the observed scattered light lobe, it places the Western
H-band scattered light lobe almost entirely outside of its 18 μm
counterpart.

The scattered light models described in Section 4.3 are able
to reproduce the general shape and relative peak brightnesses of
the eastern disk profiles, although they deviate significantly in
the west due to the model’s incorrect assumption of azimuthal
symmetry. We engage in more thorough discussion of the prop-
erties of the models in Sections 4.5 and 4.6, however we elected
to stop our full MCRT simulations at this point, as we have
obtained a reasonable facsimile of the general properties of
the true disk and full MCRT simulations are computationally
expensive.

4.5. Offset of Cavity Center from Stellar Residual

As noted in Section 3.2, the center of the best fit ellipse
to the Oph IRS 48 cavity in both data sets is offset from the
stellar location. In the east/west direction, the offsets between
the stellar residual and the cavity center are small, and are not
uniform between the two data sets. In the Ks band data, the best
fit cavity is offset by 5 pixels (0.′′05) to the east of the star, and in
H band it is offset by 6 pixels (0.′′06) to the west. In both cases,
this may be due to the influence of the spiral arm component on

Figure 12. Contour map of Geers et al. (2007) 18 μm VLT VISIR data in
yellow and van der Marel et al. (2013) 0.44 mm continuum ALMA data in
green overplotted on our HiCIAO median halo-subtracted H-band PI image.
Note that the 18 μm thermal emission is centered on the star, and that its eastern
lobe is cospatial with ours, whereas the 18 μm western lobe lies inside of our
scattered light lobe. As discussed in the text, this is evidence that the western
arc is fainter simply because it is farther from the central star.

the cavity fit. In the H-band data, the asymmetry is not resolved
and is therefore not excluded from the cavity fit, though it is
clear from the overlay in Figure 4 that the western H-band arc
lies mainly along the asymmetry, so this is likely to pull the best
fit ellipse center to the west. In the case of the Ks-band data, the
exclusion of the region of the asymmetry from the fits and the
fact that the eastern profiles are brighter means that the eastern
arc dominates the fit, and may pull the best fit ellipse center to
the east. Given the small magnitude of these offsets and the fact
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that they are in opposite directions in the two data sets, we do
not consider either one to be a true reflection of disk properties.

The large northward offset of the best fit cavity center from
the stellar residual at both wavelengths (15 pixels/0.′′14 at
H-band and 18 pixels/0.′′17 at Ks band) is much larger and
requires explanation. Our initial scattered light modeling of the
disk, described in detail in Section 4.1, was able to reproduce
a northward offset of equal magnitude through simple disk
geometry, namely a large scale height at the disk rim (Z ∼
15 AU). Since the southern disk rim is shielded from our view,
this tends to push the apparent Cavity center northward relative
to our line of sight.

If we take our best fit model images from the full MCRC
modeling described in Section 4.3 and use the same ellipse
fitting procedure that we used in Section 3.2, then we get similar,
though not identical, values for the best fit ellipse parameters.
We derive a slightly larger (a = 0.′′58, b = .′′42) cavity than using
the true K-band data (a = 0.′′49, b = 0.′′37), though it is of similar
eccentricity (0.69 versus 0.66) and P.A. (96.3 versus 97.◦2). We
also reproduce a northward offset of the cavity center of between
6 and 9 pixels, depending on the exact parameters for the radial
profile fits. This is about half of the observed offset. Our NIR
modeling with the Sprout code suggests that simply increasing
the scale height of the gap wall further should increase this offset
to the observed value, however doing this with the Whitney
model resulted in a larger MIR bump at ∼20 μm than is observed
in this object. We believe both the larger cavity radius and
smaller scale height implied by the model are spurious, and
are likely a result of the chosen grain prescription and disk
geometry, however we leave a full exploration of the effect of
these parameters on model images for future efforts.

4.6. On the Nature of the Western Extension

The geometry of what we’ve called the western arc of the
Oph IRS48 disk, and in particular the nearly right angle at
which it meets the southern Ks-band arc, suggest that, at the
very least, the disk of Oph IRS48 is not axisymmetric. Rather
than tracing the cavity all the way around, emission seems to
be concentrated at a significantly greater stellocentric distance
along −100 < P.A. < −70, explaining both its relative faintness
in this region and the deviation of the location of peak brightness
along these P.A.s from the cavity fit.

One explanation for this deviation is that the emission in this
region traces a spiral arm that extends to the southwest from the
western cavity rim. ALMA gas data reveal that the western half
of the Oph IRS 48 disk is rotating counterclockwise away from
Earth (van der Marel et al. 2014). This means that the arm trails
the disk rotation, as is observed in other disk spirals (Grady
et al. 2013; Muto et al. 2012). By fitting the radial profile peaks
in this region with a line in the deprojected cavity image and
comparing the slope of this line to a circle at similar radius, we
estimate the pitch of the arm to be ∼40◦. This value is quite
high compared to values seen in other disk spirals (e.g., 15◦
Muto et al. 2012), indicating either a region of high temperature
in the disk (H/R ∼ 1, consistent perhaps with the large scale
height necessary to explain the northward offset of the cavity
center from the stellar residual in our modeling) or that the
portion of the arm that we are seeing is very close to the planet’s
corotation radius.

Alternatively, this feature could be a local “divot” in the disk
rim at P.A. ∼ 270. Localized surface brightness deficits have
been observed in other disks (e.g., Mayama et al. 2012). In terms

of a physical explanation for such phenomena, the simulations
of Jang-Condell (2009) suggest that a massive planet embedded
in the disk could mimic this feature by creating a “shadow” at
the location of the planet (due to a rapid change in the disk scale
height in this region), and a bright exterior region where the disk
surface emerges from shadow.

Regardless of the physical cause of this feature, H and K
band profiles along the western asymmetry, when compared
to profiles through the rest of the disk, reveal that grain
properties also deviate in this region. A close examination of
the deprojected radial profiles shown in Figure 5, reveals that
the brightness of scattered light in this region relative to the
rest of the disk varies according to wavelength. In particular,
the profiles at 20◦ north of the disk major axis to the east and
west (red lines) deviate between the H and K band data. When
normalized to the eastern profile peak, the western profile is
25% brighter in the H-band data (∼80%–85%) than in the
Ks-band data (∼55%–60%) even before the latter is smoothed
to simulate similar AO correction, which reduces its brightness
relative to the eastern peak by an additional ∼5%–10%.

Although the same numerical comparison cannot be made
along the major axis (black lines), since the cavity rim is not
clear in the western profile, the trend appears to hold here as well,
and the western profile remains bright out to a larger radius in the
H-band data than in the Ks-band. This is not the case, however,
for all other profiles, including all of the southern (blue lines) and
eastern (solid lines) profiles, which are well matched between
the smoothed Ks-band data and the H-band data.

This effect is not present in the model profiles shown in
Figure 11, which hints at a physical difference in the grains
in this region relative to the rest of the disk. Specifically, the
grains in the region of the asymmetry appear to have bluer
scattering properties, which Mie theory would suggest is an
indication that particles here are smaller than elsewhere in the
disk. Dynamical perturbations may explain this deviation, as
small particles should be well-coupled to the gas in the disk,
while large particles have larger stopping times and may lag
behind any gas perturbations (Lyra et al. 2009).

Although purely speculative, we note that this feature may
somehow be associated with the dust enhancement observed by
van der Marel et al. (2013) and shown overplotted on our data
in Figure 12, which is located at a similar radius, though it lags
behind the observed non-axisymmetric scattered light region by
at least 30◦.

Generally speaking, azimuthal asymmetries such as those
observed in Oph IRS 48 are difficult to create through many
of the alternative disk clearing mechanisms (photoevaporation,
grain growth), and are most consistent with the existence of a
perturber (planet or brown dwarf) in the disk. The gravitational
influence of this body serves to both excite the observed
asymmetries and clear the central cavity, perhaps with the
assistance of other mechanisms. Some disk dynamical processes
can create asymmetries, however these are either associated
with gap opening (e.g., by a planet, Rossby-wave instability),
require a lower gas-to-dust ratio than is observed in Oph
IRS48 (photoelectric instability) are smaller in spatial scale than
observed here (MRI-induced asymmetry) or are associated with
immediate planet formation (gravitational instability). Together
with the Bruderer et al. (2014) derivation of a two-step decrease
in gas surface density inside of the cavity and the van der
Marel et al. (2013) observation of a pronounced submillimeter
asymmetry in this disk, our data lend additional credence to the
assumption that this disk hosts one or more planets.
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5. CONCLUSION

We have spatially resolved the circumstellar disk of Oph IRS
48 for the first time at NIR wavelengths. New H and Ks-band
scattered light imagery reveal a cleared central cavity with a rim
at ∼60 AU. Fits to the shape of the cavity are consistent with
a circular geometry, but with a cavity that is offset to the north
relative to the star due to viewing geometry.

The disk hosts a number of interesting asymmetries. The east
is brighter than the west, explicable via the fact that the western
disk arc appears to be farther from the star than the eastern arc.
We interpret this feature as either (a) tracing a spiral arm with a
pitch of ∼40◦ or (b) a local surface brightness deficit at P.A. =
270◦ potentially caused by a “planet shadow.”

The disk is a factor of ∼2 brighter in absolute intensity
at Ks-band than at H-band, however this is likely a simple
result of the highly extincted region in which Oph IRS 48
lies. The scattering properties in the region of the spiral arm,
however, are markedly blue relative to the rest of the disk,
suggesting that grains in this region are smaller than elsewhere in
the disk.

Scattered light modeling using compact grains is able to
reproduce a reasonable facsimile of the true disk emission with
two important caveats. First, the SED in the region of the 10 μm
silicate feature proves to be very difficult to match with most
standard grain models. Second, the models are not equipped to
reproduce azimuthal asymmetries such as are clearly present
in the western half of the Oph IRS 48 disk, and are only
able to reproduce the relative shapes and brightnesses of radial
brightness profiles along the eastern disk arc. Neither of these
problems is unique to this particular disk, and both suggest
future directions for circumstellar disk models.

Taken as a whole, these data on Oph IRS 48 serve to
emphasize several key points that are true of high contrast disk
imaging in general. First, the extinction assumption that is used
to deredden photometry for modeling can have profound effects
on conclusions about stellar properties. In our case, we find that
our choice of reddening law drastically affects the luminosity
and mass derived for the central star. The geometry of this
disk at NIR and submillimeter wavelengths also highlights
the complications of observed asymmetry in disks. In Oph
IRS 48, an azimuthally symmetric disk cannot reproduce the
observed data.

Our data are consistent with the existence of at least one planet
in the disk, which could function both to clear the central cavity
and to incite the observed deviation from axisymmetry. Oph IRS
48 is thus a good candidate for high-contrast AO imaging in the
future.
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APPENDIX A

10 μm FEATURE

As described in the main body of the text, we were able to
create a model that fit both the global SED and the scattered
light imagery well except in the region of the 10 μm feature,
which is clearly being overproduced. This section describes our
efforts to suppress the feature in the SED.

Model imagery in a 10 μm narrowband filter reveals the gap
wall as the dominant source of 10 μm emission in our models.
The location of this wall is well constrained by our images,
and we find that other tunable parameters affect the strength of
the 10 μm feature only minimally (scale height, flaring, etc.).
The simplest way to affect the strength of the feature seems to
be modification of the grain prescription, as we were unable
to suppress the 10 μm feature to the observed level with a
standard silicate-rich small grain dust prescription (e.g., Kim
et al. 1994).

Among the small grain dust prescriptions that are standard
in the Whitney code, we were best able to reproduce the small
10 μm feature with the prescription of Wood et al.’s (2002)
Model 1, a mixture of ∼55% amorphous carbon and ∼45%
astronomical silicates with a power law exponent of 3.0, a
maximum grain size of 1mm and an exponential cutoff with
a turnover at 50 μm. The best fitting SED generated with this
small grain dust assumption, for which all parameters except
for the small grain dust prescription and the cavity depletion
factor (increased to 0.05) are the same as in Table 2, is shown in
Figure A1. This model provides a better fit in the 10 μm region,
though whether it is a better overall fit is unclear, as the fit to
the Spitzer IRS spectrum is poorer.
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(a) (b)

Figure A2. K-band model image for Wood et al.’s (2002) Model 1 grains convolved with our PSF (left) and radial profiles taken through the same image (right). The
H-band model and profiles are qualitatively similar. This model, though a better fit to the SED, is too bright in the south relative to the north, as revealed by the relative
brightness of the model profiles along the major axis and to the south and north.

The scattered light models generated under these assump-
tions, however, are a far poorer fit to our observed imagery. As
shown in Figure A2, the disk becomes significantly brighter to
the south and fainter to the north in these models than is ob-
served. This may be partially due to the necessity of increasing
the depletion factor inside the gap, which increases the shad-
owing of the exposed northern cavity rim, or it may be that
these grains are more strongly forward scattering. As the model
imagery was clearly a poor fit, we did not investigate in detail.

We thus reverted to the standard ISM-like dust prescription
of Kim et al. (1994). We were able to mitigate the strength of
10 μm emission somewhat by modifying it to grains from only
0.1–1.0 μm in size. Our best fit models still overproduce 10 μm
emission, but the best fit model presented in the body of this
paper is a much better fit to the observations as a whole.

Oph IRS 48 is neither the only disk with this problem
(see, for example Follette et al. (2013b)), nor is the fit in this
region of heavy PAH emission particularly good in any existing
disk models. None of the other SED models in the literature
(e.g., Bruderer et al. 2014; Maaskant et al. 2013) include PAH
emission, and since PAHs also emit strongly in the 10 μm
region, the 10 μm excess in other models, though present, is not
as apparent.

We leave discussion of the mysterious lack of 10 μm silicate
emission in this and other disks for future work, though we note
that one way to reduce it may be to increase the minimum grain
size to >0.1 μm.

APPENDIX B

RADIAL PROFILES

The radial profiles described in Section 3.3 were investigated
relative to both the stellar residual and the center of the best fit to
the cavity. Between these two potential reference points, profiles
using the center of the cavity as the origin allow for clearer

interprofile comparison, as they all peak at approximately the
same radial location. Profiles taken relative to the cavity center
also more closely match the circularly symmetric scattered light
models discussed in Section 4.3. For completeness, we show
profiles with respect to both reference points in Figure A3. In
the text, we have elected to use the lefthand (cavity referenced)
profiles in our analysis.

In all cases, radial profiles are shown along the major axis to
both the east and West of the origin (either the stellar residual or
the center of the cavity), and 20 degrees offset from the major
axis to both the north and south in each case.

Profiles taken through the final disk images at the two
wavelengths also do not allow for a direct comparison between
the structures at H and Ks bands and are potentially misleading.
As the K band data are a factor of two smaller in FWHM, the
rim appears much sharper in the profiles shown in Figures A3(a)
and (b) than the H-band data in Figures A3(e) and (f), so peak
intensities cannot be directly compared.

In order to construct a direct comparison, we convolved
our K band image with a Gaussian to simulate image quality
degradation. The FWHM of the Gaussian (5.65pixels/0.′′05) was
chosen in order to match the FWHM of the median combined
intensity image in both image sets, and these convolved profiles
are shown in Figures A3(c) and (d).

Convolving the Ks-band PI images with this Gaussian results
in radial profiles that are remarkably similar between H and Ks
bands for the eastern half of the disk, and it is these two sets of
radial profiles (Figure A3(c) and (e) that we have elected to use
in the main body of the text.

A comparison between the convolved and unconvolved pro-
files also elucidates the reason why the southern arc is not visi-
ble in the H-band data. Smoothing the K-band data in this way
causes the arc to bleed into the stellar residual, erasing any trace
of the cavity in this region. It is thus unsurprising that we did
not resolve the southern arc in the H-band data.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure A3. Radial profiles taken through disk images deprojected to account for an inclination of 50◦ along P.A. = 97.◦4. Profiles were taken both with respect to the
center of the circular K-band cavity (left column), and from the stellar location (right column). In all cases, solid lines represent profiles through the eastern half of
the disk and dashed lines represent profiles through the Western half of the disk. Black profiles were taken along the disk major axis and blue and red profiles were
taken 20◦ north and south of the major axis, respectively. (a) and (b) Radial profiles through the Ks-band halo-subtracted and deprojected PI image. Profiles have been
binned to 6 pixels (0.′′06) radially, equivalent to half of the stellar FWHM. (c) and (d) Radial profiles through a smoothed Ks-band halo-subtracted and deprojected PI
image. The original image was smoothed with a 5.65 pixel (0.′′05) Gaussian in order to match the stellar FWHM of the H-band image and allow for a direct comparison
of the Ks- and H-band profiles. Profiles have been binned to 12 pixels/0.′′11 to match the H-band data. (e) and (f) Radial profiles through the H-band halo-subtracted
and deprojected PI image. Profiles have been binned to 12 pixels/0.′′11 radially, equivalent to half of the stellar FWHM.
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